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View From Chapel Porch, CAMP KAHQUAH, Magnetawan, Ontario

EDITORIAL
"Fear of Growing Old"

F to the grave every step has its peculiar dangers.
Physical plus environmental dangers constitute a real threat
EAR—NOT OF

being old, but growing old. From the cradle

to successfully get by the first four to six years. Adolescence comes along with its physical, mental, and moral
vicissitudes.
Somewhere the idea originated, getting over fool's hill.
The assumption: at some point in life we arrive; hurdles
have been surmounted; something of a plateau of success
has been reached.
Some of us were attending a convention, seated in a
hotel in Chicago. The day was still young. Devotions that
morning were led by a national figure. His opening remarks
were quite jolting. Announcing his theme, "The Danger of
Ending Poorly," he spoke to us concerning spiritual impressions recently thrust upon him during private devotions.
For twenty minutes he spoke very soberly about failures in
life affecting middle age and older years. He was a man in
his sixties.
The Bible contains as many if not more illustrations of
failure in older years than are presented about youth.
Sins of middle age and older years include overt acts and
sentimental attitudes. While youth fearlessly, venturesomely stampede the future, older age rather piningly
worships what is past and ofttimes with over intrepidation
casts a critical eye at the present and a most doubtful
attitude about the future.
King Saul's best days were in his youth. His older
years portray an inner character breakdown that went from
bad to worse.. His relationship with God disintegrated.
With it came a worsening in human relationships that
degenerated into hatred and violence against his most
helpful friends.
King David's history goes a bit different. The pinnacles of his success, both acts and spirit as a young man,
down across the millenniums have inspired many to a
simple faith and trust in God.
King David's moments of impulse were his downfall. He
was good at heart, indeed, t e r m e d . . . a man after God's
own heart." His goodness in heart expressed itself in a penitent spirit.
He stayed in the palace instead of being found with the
soldiers at the battle front. Leisure time led to the sin of
adultery. An attempt to hide adultery involved devious
conniving. Finally to salvage the situation, schemeful
planning led to the death of Uriah, Bathsheba's husband.
David repented bitterly but he nor his family escaped
tragic years of heartbreak that followed the sin of adultery.
Some twenty years later in a moment of trust in man
rather than God, King David requested Joab to number the
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men of war in Israel. By now Joab knew something of
King David's weak moments and protested the King's order.
However the King's word prevailed.
Again Israel suffered. King David repented but divine
judgment was not totally averted. ". . . and there died of the
people even from Dan to Beersheba 70,000 men."
And so, one could proceed to the third king in successive
order, King Solomon, and illustrate vividly "the danger of
ending poorly." So poorly, that real doubt surrounds the
eternal abode of King Solomon. Not only did he wreck his
own life but left Israel in religious shambles, political confusion and economic chaos.
One of the certain ways to understand today's world is
to know just a bit of what happened yesterday. Equally so,
it assists in understanding people in the world of the 1960's
if historical records of man down through the centuries are
brought into focus.
It is not difficult to believe; we have in today's society
delinquency among juveniles to the degree that we have
older people leading the way. Lack of moral restraint and
self-discipline among adults sets into motion a wind that
in turn reaps the whirlwind.
These columns are not overlooking the values that can
accrue over the years and become dynamic factors in useful
living right up to the end. But such is not the subject of this
writing.
Not all is wisdom that poses as such. At what point in
life does "the tendency to number Israel" take over from a
faith willing to venture? Where is that fine line that divides
self-defense of the work of the past and objective counsel
and attitude for service in today's world?
The number of years one lives is really not too important. Enoch lived to his "300's." His father fared, and
his son, Methusaleh lived till their "900's." We remember
Enoch as walking with God, the others for the number of
years they stacked up.
It takes more than years to make a good record.
j . N. H.

20th July, 1965
Dear Friends of Missions,
W e recently were surprised but highly pleased to receive the
Evangelical
Visitor within the month of publication. W e had
scarcely sent materials for the missions page, when it rebounded to
us all printed and ready to read. This is a compliment both to you
and the staff of the Evangelical Visitor. Heretofore, the Visitor was
often several months old before it reached us.
Our natural missionary curiosity was aroused as to how it was
financially possible to send these air mail. Then a letter from
Editor J. N. Hostetter informed us of those generous people who
donated money towards this kind gesture. Now we feel more up to
the times, churchwise. W e do thank you on behalf of all the
missionaries in Rhodesia and Zambia for your share in this liberal
act which reflects your love for us and your heart-felt interest in
the mission program here. May the Lord richly reward you for
your generosity.
Yours for the cause of making Him known,
I. M. Stern,
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Christian Obedience in a
Divided World
LeRoy Walters Jr.
weeks in June nine Brethren in Christ and
D
Mennonite Christians visited East Germany and Czechoslovakia. Our group consisted of teachers, pastors, and
URING THREE

students from Holland, Switzerland, Brazil, Canada, and
the United States. Our purpose was to visit and learn from
Christian brethren in two socialist lands.
Our group spent ten days in East Germany. There we
spoke with theology students, pastors, and bishops of the
Lutheran Church. We also had two discussions with Marxist
government officials. We spent five days in Czechoslovakia. There we spoke with several Protestant pastors, two
seminary teachers, some students, and a medical doctor.
Before and after our journey Our group met to pray
God's blessing on our trip, to share ideas, and to evaluate
our experiences together.
I. Our Visit in East Germany
The present-day situation of the Lutheran Church in
East Germany is a product of a long history. From Luther's
day until the present century the Lutheran Church in
Germany had always been supported by the state. German
babies became Church members a few days after birth.
The state contributed a sizeable portion of its tax money
to the Church.
Because the German state favored the Lutheran Church,
the church naturally supported the state in wartime.
During World War II German Christians, with the exception of a significant minority, supported Hitler's military
program.
At the end of the war Germany was divided. Suddenly
East Germany had a Communistic government, and the
Lutheran Church found that it did not have its accustomed
state support. In fact, because many Lutherans had supported Hitler, the church was suspect in the eyes of the
new state. During the years from 1949 to 1955 Stalinism
prevailed in East Germany, and the Lutheran Church
underwent a period of overt persecution.
At the present time state opposition to the Lutheran
Church is less militant than during the Stalinist era. Government restrictions remain, to be sure, and Christians find
certain vocational possibilities closed to them. Christians do
not receive the privileges of party members. But no longer
would a Christian be imprisoned for his faith. One Marxist
official told us frankly, "We don't see any reason to persecute the Church. We feel that the Church will die a
natural death because of its uselessness."
How has the Lutheran Church responded to its new
situation? I think our group noticed three general reactions.
On the one hand there are Christians who resist, as far
as possible, the Marxist government. They long for the
"good old days" of the monarchy, when the Lutheran
Church was able to dominate German society. And they
hope for a sudden overthrow of their Marxist rulers.
At the other extreme are Christians who enthusiastically
welcome the Marxist government and who regard Communism as the ideal social system. These Christians are
quite critical of "capitalism" and of the military threats of
the Western nations but quite uncritical in their attitude
toward their own government. These Christians hope that
the church can prove its worth to the Marxist rulers. They
hope that this new government will eventually accept the
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Lutheran Church and give back the church's former
privileges.
Most East German Christians take a position that is
between these two extremes but that in some ways is the
opposite of both extremes. Their general attitude is this:
"We have in fact a Communist government. We will obey
our government, work with it where we can, and take a
stand where as Christians we must."
Within this middle group there are the beginnings of
real renewal or revival in the East German Church. Here
there are Christians who are saying, "The Church is God's
people and not primarily huge cathedrals, priestly hierarchy, or ancient liturgy." Here there are Christians who
are saying, "Infant baptism has always been a mistake. A
man should be baptized only when he makes the decision to
be a Christian." Here there are Christians who are saying,
"War is inhuman and contradicts the Christian attitude of
love for one's neighbor. I will therefore do alternative
service rather than join the People's Army."
With East Germany Christians of this middle group our
group had its most fruitful discussions. They were eager to
know what our churches believe. We were interested to
see how, on the basis of Bible study and a new political
situation, these Christian brethren were asking new questions and being led toward new answers.
II. Our Visit in Czechoslovakia
The Protestant Church in Czechoslovakia has traditionally been a minority church. In the past 500 years the
Catholics, not the Protestants, have dominated society in
Bohemia, Moravia, and Slovakia. Protestants from Jan Hus
onward have been subjected to repeated persecution, especially by Roman Catholic rulers. Therefore, when a
Communist government took control of Czechoslovakia in
1948, the shock was not so great for Czech Protestants as it
had been for East German Lutherans.
But the new situation of the Czech Church was not
easy. The first years with Marxist rulers were especially
difficult, for Stalinism was strong in the early fifties.
Presently government restriction of the churches has been
relaxed somewhat, but it is only fair to say that the Czechoslovakian state maintains close surveillance over all Czech
churches.
The variety in Czech Protestantism is a striking contrast to the predominant Lutheranism of Germany. We
(3)

talked to members of the Czechoslovak Church, the Unitarian Church, the Unity of the Czech Brethren Church,
and the Evangelical Church. Other significant Protestant
groups in Czechoslovakia are the Reformed and Baptist
churches.
Despite the variety in Czech Protestantism, one can
make several general observations. A real leveling of denominations has taken place in Czechoslovakia. For the
first time the small free churches are on the same footing
before the state as the larger churches. For example, every
minister in Czechoslovakia is paid equally by the state
(except Baptist ministers, who refuse state support). All
ministerial salaries are very low, and only slight increases
are added for years of service.
The levelling of denominations has in turn produced
greater interdenominational cooperation in Czechoslovakia.
The most significant product of this cooperation has been
the Prague Christian Peace Conference. This organization
attempts to bridge the gap between the Communist and
Western nations by bringing Christians together for discussion and by promoting peace. From small beginnings
in 1958 the Christian Peace Conference has grown to such
an extent that more than 1,000 Christians attended the
1964 Assembly in Prague.
One final general observation about Czech Protestantism. We were amazed to find how much of a common
heritage we and the Czech Protestants have. The followers of Jan Hus suffered persecution just as our forefathers, the Anabaptists, did. The Czech Brethren stressed
the importance of congregational fellowship, just as the
Anabaptists did. And some of the fifteenth-century Czech
Brethren took the same attitude toward the state and military service as did the sixteenth-century Anabaptists.
• One of the most moving moments of our stay in
Czechoslovakia was a discussion with a minister and seminary teacher in Prague. He contrasted the present situation
of the Church in Czechoslovakia with the Stalinist oppression of the early fifties, then remarked: "Perhaps we didn't
go deep enough (in our repentance) in those days. We
thought that during a time of persecution the Church would
be renewed automatically. I'm afraid that with an easier
situation we might slide back into the same old ruts."
III. Conclusions from our Trip to East Germany and
Czechoslovakia
A. The Church is very much alive in these two Communist-ruled lands. Church membership statistics are falling partly because Church membership is no longer fashionable and partly because fewer babies are being baptized.
But the five or ten or fifteen per cent of the total population
who call themselves Christians are live and courageous
witnesses indeed. They are discovering the significance of
the Bible for the twentieth century. They are rediscovering
the importance of congregational fellowship. And they are
earnestly seeking to do God's will in their changed political
situation.
B. We in North America and our brethren in countries
ruled by Communist governments need one another. We
need their prayers lest we become lazy Christians in our
prosperous, comfortable situation. We need their prayers
that we may be sensitive to the very real needs and injustices in our society. Our brethren in the Communistruled lands need our prayers that they may be courageous
in a sometimes difficult situation. They need our prayers
that they may continue on the road to renewal of the
Church.
•C. Finally, I was impressed that "East" and "West" are
more alike than different. There are real differences and
real international tensions, to be sure. But as Christians
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we should know that the major battle of history is not between "Communism" and "capitalism." The meaning of
human history and our life here on earth is that God is
gathering a people, a new community, the Christian
Church. And God is gathering this people from every
nation on earth. The major battle of history is between God
and His people, on 'the one hand, and the forces of cruelty,
selfishness, and rebellion on the other.
Our German and Czech brethren told us that their
nations have placed their trust in science as the hope for
the future. They reported that most of their fellow-men
care more about a second motor-scooter or a summer house
than about the needs of their neighbors. They said that
the number of Christians is a small minority of the population. Can we Christians in North America say anything
other for our situation?
We Christians have a choice to make: Which shall we
believe, our newspapers or the New Testament? Is the
meaning of history the East-West conflict? Or is the
meaning of history God's gathering of His Church from
every nation under heaven? May God give us eyes to see!

Renewal and Repentance
(Continued from page five)
of the recuperative process from many diseases. However,
it is valueless when major surgery is needed or when the
body is afflicted with organic disorders. The church in a
similar sense will not recover from its disorders by activism,
involvement, or social service. The condition of the
Church demands a more profound treatment than church
unions or social service. It needs a Divine prescription if
it is to recover spiritual health.
The first element of renewal and recovery for the
Church is repentance. John the Baptist declared that the
greatest need of the believers of his day was to "Repent for
the kingdom of heaven is at hand." Jesus repeated this
theme with greater emphasis. Beginning with Godly sorrow
for our sins, the Church needs to change its attitude and
relationship toward sin, the world, and the Scriptures.
The Scriptural directive for revival is given in Psalm 130.
It is:
Repentance - Verses 1, 2 "Out of the depths have I
cried unto Thee..."
Regeneration - Verses 3, 4 "There is forgiveness with
Thee.'
Renewal - Verses 5, 6 "I wait for the Lord, my soul
doth wait."
Redemption - Verses 7, 8 "He shall redeem Israel
from all his iniquities," and this Bible truth can be applied
to America.
The pattern for an awakening in the Church and land is
clear. It begins with personal need of salvation. God's
answer is given in the promise of forgiveness when there is
repentance. This results in a renewal of worship and
prayer. Joy and praise will be in the hearts and on the
lips of God's people. The end is a redeemed nation.
The key to this great work of God is "In His word do
I hope."
Let the Church declare God's pattern for revival. Let
His ministers use His key for revival. Let there be an
awakening in the Church and throughout the land. Then
she shall be healed from all her diseases. Then the
Church will be renewed and restored to radiant health.
The writer serves as NAE Field Representative in the
Great Lakes area including Ohio and Michigan.
Evangelical
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is A spiritual sickness in the Church. Spiritual doctors within and critical analysts without are declaring
with powerful voices that all is not well.
"I have felt in my heart for a long time that the Church
today is sick," declared Claxton Monroe in a message to
the St. Stephen's Episcopal Church in Houston, Texas.
The relationship of the Church to the world and the conditions within give validity to this diagnosis.
Popular magazines and newspapers recently have given
extensive coverage to the neglect of the Church in giving
leadership to alleviating social problems, especially race
relations. Organizational divisions are considered to be
the greatest of all possible ecclesiastical evils. It is popular
to whip the Church publicly because of these problems.
Since it is popular to point out the failure of the Church
to exercise leadership in these areas let's examine others that
are in many ways just as valid. What about the increase in
dope addiction and its attendant evils? What about the
pathetic weakness of the Church in helping the 7 million
alcoholics and the slavery of millions of cigarette addicts?
What about the increase in crime - 13% last year? What
about spiritual and moral ignorance? Why does the Church
not give leadership in a positive manner regarding obscenity
and pornographic matter? Why does the Church not give
leadership to the fight against abuses of the poor in
housing?
The sickness of the Church goes deeper than weakness
and lack of strength to attack evils in society. It is unable to
produce the spiritual anti-bodies that will fight off internal
illness. There are diseases that are eating at the vital source
of life in the Church.
There is bigotry and pride. They dwell to some extent
in all sects and sections of the Body of Christ. The feeling
of self-importance and satisfaction with theology, practices,
and achievements are repulsive to non-Christians. Sensitive
and sane believers are deeply hurt at the callous indifference of Christians to these evils. They are grieved because of the prevalent unconcern regarding the heavy
spiritual obligations that lay upon us.
Hypocrisy, that two-faced sin that was forcefully condemned by our Lord, is once again accepted as the natural
condition of men. The twin dangers of morality are accepted as the fundamental alternatives. They are: first, the
recognition of moral standards and the attendant shame of
failure to live up to them. This spiritual schizophrenia is
recognized as a moral sickness and it is to be avoided like a
plague. This is popularly viewed as the condition of
fundamental and evangelical Christianity, and not without
reasons. The second danger is moral relativism. It is
morality that is based upon commonly accepted (at least
according to sociological research) practices. This morality of quicksand, muck, and mud leaves the Church awash
with flotsam, refuse, and ship-wrecks of a floundering
society.
These alternatives ignore the spiritual dynamic of faith
that produces a new morality and life according to God's
standards. The indwelling Holy Spirit is ignored and rejected. The spiritual warning "Grieve not the Holy Spirit"
is needed by this generation.
A Church that rejects the Word of God and the doctrines proclaimed by the historic creeds and confessions is
critically sick. A theology of the least common denominator
is a syncretism that grasps at spiritual straws instead of the
life lines of salvation and santification.
A socio-politico-economic concept of the ministry is
being substituted for the evangelistic work of the Church.
Many would consider evangelism to be the announcement
of universal salvation to all men. Those holding this view
HEKE
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Renewal and Repentance
Paul A. Graham
believe that all men are already saved—they only need to
learn of their salvation. If this be true, the gospel is no
longer "the power of God unto salvation." This new breed
of Christian leaders have an undefined, nebulous, and
fuzzy gospel for guilty, fear-driven, purposeless, and hopelessly lost souls.
The loneliness and lostness of this generation is described by Jean-Paul Sartre, a French philosopher who is
at best a quasi-communist. He has said "Man can count on
no one but himself: he is alone, abandoned on earth in the
midst of infinite responsibilities, without help, with no
other aim than to one he sets himself, with no other destiny than the one he forges for himself on this earth." This
anti-Christian philosopher who is a major influence to art,
philosophy, and literature believes that the Church is more
than sick. He believes that it is dead. He boldly asserted,
"We have lost religion, but we have gained humanism. The
ideal now is to liberate and to help emancipate mankind,
with the result that man becomes really an absolute for
man."
Evangelism as practiced by Paul, Whitefield, Wesley,
Finney, and Moody is considered empty and inane in large
sections of the Christian Church today. Hence there is no
relevance or vitality in the penetration of contemporary
culture. The New Testament commands "Go ye.. .teach...
baptize" and "Do the work of an evangelist" are rejected.
Surely there is sickness in the Church when its cutting edge
in society is blunted and broken into ineffectiveness.
Most descriptive of the symptoms of sickness in the
Church is its feeble, impotent, and introspective prayer life.
Where are the nights of prayer, the vibrant prayer meetings,
and the persistent, personal, and powerful prayers? Today
many church gatherings are more like the smoke-filled hotel
rooms of politicians than the upper room that is filled with
the incense of prayer. Many of the prayers that are offered
in the great church gatherings are perfunctory, passionless
gestures toward God. The new-breed of Church leaders
is often characterized by the young theologue, who when
asked what he thought of prayer, replied, "I don't know.
I have never had an occasion to use it." Or perhaps it is
illustrated by the young pastor who confided to a friend
that he was proud of his public prayers but just could not
pray in private.
What is the prescription for the sickness of the Church?
Two answers are being offered. First, the union of churches
in the ecumenical movement. Second, the engaging of the
church in social and political activities.
These answers, though they have a point, are not valid
in relation to the sickness of the Church. We do not recommend marriage to a young couple afflicted with tuberculosis, cancer, or heart disease as a prescription with the
promise that it will produce normal health. Neither will
church unions or ecumenism bring spiritual health to the
parties involved. Christians will rejoice with many church
unions—no doubt, many more church marriages should be
consummated. Yet a divine therapy will be more profound
than external activities or accomplishments.
Exercise is good for many a physical condition. It has
therapeutic values for emotional disturbances and is a part
(Continued on page four)
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MISSIONS
Regional Conference -1965
HE TALL GUM trees witnessed the occupancy of all available space in classrooms, dispensary, offices, grass
Tshelters
and tents as people gathered at Sikalongo Mission

for the Zambia Regional Conference April 29 to May 2.
Visitors from Rhodesia joined us to share the inspiration
and Christian fellowship. A large group from Macha
arrived by lorry. We were saddened at the news that the
car driven by the Conference Secretary, Jonah Moyo, had
met with accident on the way, but thanked God that none
had lost their lives. Several times during the Conference
the injured were visited at the Choma Hospital.
The Sikalongo Church did a fine job in entertaining.
Meal tickets entitled one to enjoy the food served from
the school kitchen. The ladies served tea and cakes from
a tea stand, the proceeds of which will be used for improvements on the church. All enjoyed the singing of the
choir directed by Philip Mudenda.
The theme of the Conference was, "The Church Faces
Its Task." Jonathan Muleya was chosen to serve as secretary in the absence of Brother Moyo. A board of trustees
for church property was chosen: Sampson Mudenda, Jonathan Muleya, John Moono, and Arthur Kutywayo.
The District Superintendent's Report was both interesting and informative, as it told what has been done in
the past year and pointed out what is planned as the Lord
opens the way and as funds are available. Rev. Mudenda
told of having visited from Livingstone to the Copper
Belt and finding in many places the cry, "We want a pastor." He said, "They want a pastor to eat with them, to go
with them to bury their dead." Consideration is being
given to the need for a church in Choma and Monze.
Plans are being laid for going into the area beyond
Muchila and Chikanta where people will soon settle (made
possible by the pushing back of the tsetse-fly control
fence). A clinic is planned for Muchila. The hospital at
Sikalongo has had the service of an evangelist and the one
at Macha is soon to have one as well. Macha has enlarged
the church by the addition of a wing, bringing the seating
capacity to a thousand. All were invited to come and see it.
A highlight of the business sessions was the discussion
of what should be our educational policy in light of the
fact that many groups are turning over primary schools to
the government. Mature thinking and deep concern for
our children were shown as the advantages and disadvantages were considered. It was decided to hold on to the
schools as long as possible and at the same time to prepare

OPPOSITE PAGE
Top Line: left; Rev. Mangisi Sibanda and his camera, right;
newly elected trustees for the Zambia Church; Teacher and Minister
Jonathan Muleya, Reverend Sampson Mudenda, Evangelist Kutywayo, Church treasurer and School manager John Moono.
Second Line: left; Field Chairman Stern chats with former Macha
associate, Evangelist Dick Muchindu. right; back at Sikalongo
where she started, Anna K. meets friends again.
Third Line: left; Counselling—Mary Heisey,and a friend, right; in
the meal line, Nellie Hostetter, JoAnne Rrubaker and Pat Kipe.
Bottom Line: left; Robert Lehman speaks on "Every Member an
Evangelist." right; Mfundisi Munsaka.
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to turn them over when the time comes that it should be
necessary.
The Bible Conference messages caused us to search
our hearts as the questions were asked: Are You Born
Again? Are You Sanctified? A panel of four ably discussed "The Sunday School Works for the Church." It was
pointed out that every member must be an evangelist.
Each of us can evangelize with what we have; each must
tell another. The disciples heard WHO said go and so
they went.
After the consecration of the members of the Church
Executive Committee we were all challenged to the need
for personal consecration. Conference came to a climax
as we observed the communion and then in the midday
service heard that the church God uses must be a
united church, a giving church and a witnessing church.
—Mary Heisey

Appeal for Children of the Drought
June 25th, reports that because
Tthe ofGovernment
drought conditions in certain areas of Rhodesia,
has "mapped out its programme for
HE BULAWAYO CHRONICLE,

drought relief work, consisting of dams and other irrigation projects, which would employ local labor and
enable them to earn a living while alleviating the drought
condition.
" 'But while their parents were working on these projects, their children may well be neglected,' said Col.
Lombard, [Director of the Freedom From Hunger
Campaign]."
A CHILDREN OF THE DROUGHT F U N D - t o save
about 60,000 school and pre-school children in Rhodesia
has been launched, therefore, with the hope that people
and organizations would rally to the aid of African children.
It was thought that the best method of administering the
relief was to provide meals at all the schools in the drought
areas; and so School Managers and Education Department
officials were called into Bulawayo to work out procedures.
Brethren in Christ Schools Affected
It is estimated that about 13,000 school and pre-school
children in B in C areas are involved—mostly in George
Bundy's circuit with a few of Ken Bulgrien's schools also
involved. George Bundy attended the meeting in Bulawayo. It was pointed out that the relief needed would
involve massive problems in securing of provisions, transportation, storage, and distribution. It will be appropriate
to remember those involved—missionaries and nationals—in
special prayer.
The suggested supplementary menu is 3 oz. maize or
mealie meal, 1 oz. milk or protein supplement. To preserve the dignity of the children, Col. Lombard says that a
contribution of a halfpenny a meal (one quarter of actual
value) will be asked. This policy conforms to the general
pattern of relief distribution practiced by MCC and other
such organizations. "The cases of those who are unable
to pay will be examined."
How You Can Help
Representatives of MCC, Peace, Relief and Service, and
of World Missions met July 19 and decided to join with
this campaign in Rhodesia.
Send your extra-budget gifts, marked FAMINE, to the
P. R. and S. treasurer, Clair Hoffman, 320 S. Market Street,
Mount Joy, Pa. 17552
BCWM Office
(7)

Crusaders
A GLIMPSE AT THE MINUTES
N THEIB recent meeting, the Commission on Youth received
INow,
reports and took action on the following matters.
just keep reading! Only the interesting parts are
included—those which involve you.

YOUTH FELLOWSHIP HOUR AT GENERAL
CONFERENCE. The California CC's, headed by Commissioner Norman Bert, arranged interesting activities on
Saturday at 3:00 p. m. The EmCee, Gordon Engle,
directed in sports and table games, climaxing with a
wiener roast at 5:00. The 75 CC's who went had a rousing
good time.
Youth Day Program at Conference. Saturday was Youth
Day at General Conference. The most dramatic parts of
the morning and afternoon programs were the preliminary
playoffs in the Bible Quiz. Other features were: Vocal
music by the Michigan Quiz Team, the Connor Sisters, and
the Western High School Choir. Instrumental music was
supplied by Kathy Bushnell (violin) and Doug Martin
(trumpet). The Director of Youth, Walter Winger, brought
the afternoon message.
Crusader Team. When you read this, many of you will
already have heard and fellowshipped with the Crusader
Team touring the Church this summer. Reports of their
activities have been most complimentary. The team has
exhibited a splendid sense of dedication and mission, and
their ministry has been very well received. If your congregation has not yet sent in their DIMES FOR MILES
cards, kindly do so at an early date. Send them to either
the U. S. or Canadian treasurer of the Board of Christian
Education.
Youth Project - 1966. The project for 1966 is similar to
this year's. It is the raising of $1500 for the fielding of
service teams to mission and other institutions of the
church. This could involve quite a number of young
people. Walter Winger will be making detailed plans and
forwarding information in due time. Those interested in
being involved can contact him.
Bible Quiz Information.
Thanks to Editor John
Hostetter for giving a two page spread in a recent issue
to the Bible Quiz Report. Again, congratulations to all who
participated. The quiz leading up to the finals at next
General Conference will involve Matthew 16-28 and the
Book of Philemon. Just a word to the wise—winning teams
always start early. The regional quiz directors will be
appointed this month. Nelson Wingert will again be the
National Director. To those who have not yet fielded a
team, the following words of encouragement:
1. Congregations can combine to form stronger teams.
.2. A regional conference can choose its General Conference team in the way it deems best—congregational
team, group of congregations, or all-star.
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3. All conferences are encouraged to help pay quizzers'
expenses to General Conference.
4. Cash prizes and scholarships to winners at General
Conference!
Budget for 1966t Has your congregation or CC organization sent in an offering to the Board of Christian Education this year? The Commission on Youth Budget for
1966 is $4,300, and without your support they cannot
function. Why not make yourself a committee of one to
inquire into this?
Visual Aids Library. More kits have been added to the
filmstrip and record library. Requests have been increasing.
Put some sparkle into your local CC programs by using
these from time to time. They are free because they were
purchased with CC Project money. Write to Warren
Sherman at Evangel Press for the kits and for more information. Before long, detailed information will appear
either on this page or in a direct mailing from him.
Annual Theme for 1966. The theme will center around
the idea of "Training for What?" Walter Winger, Ray
Zercher and Paul Hostetler will be working out plans for
the theme and for Christ's Crusaders Day. Any ideas or
suggestions from you would be received with appreciation.
"Your Church Has It!" It was decided to print 2000
copies of these in booklet form. They will probably be
distributed on a cost or free-will offering basis. Readers
will remember that these were sent out in serial form to
each congregation during 1963, with a total of 30 mailings.
A number of pastors and youth leaders have requested
reprints.
Youth Day at Conference of 1966. Ideas were tossed
around on having something distinctive for Youth Day next
General Conference. A very good possibility is a "Junior
General Conference," complete with delegates, Moderator
and Assistant, Secretaries—the works! It is also possible
that an Essay Contest will be arranged.
Commission Members. Names and addresses of Youth
Commission members follow for your convenience. Allegheny Conf., Rev. Paul Snyder (chairman), 343 W. Louther
St., Carlisle, Pa. Atlantic Conf., Rev. John A. Brubaker
(secretary), 7717 Hillcrest, Harrisburg, Pa. Canadian
Conf., Rev. Paul Hostetler (asst. chairman), 105 Budea
Cres., Scarboro, Ont. Central Conf., Rev Warren Sherman,
252 N. Madison, Nappanee, Ind. Midwest Conf., Rev.
Ethan Gramm, 1425 McArthur, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Pacific Conf., Mr. Paul Trautwein, 1122 E. Princeton St.,
Ontario, Cal. Members at large: Mr. Ray Zercher (asst.
secretary), Box 27, Messiah College, Grantham, Pa., and
Rev. Walter Winger, (Youth Director), R. 1, Fenwick, Ont.

is eager to insert items of informaI tion regarding your youth activities. You can
help in at least two ways. 1. Submit a writeup,
including pictures when available, of special features
and humorous items. 2. Have your pastor mail a
copy of each weekly bulletin and other news releases.
Send to Paul Hostetler, 105 Budea Cres., Scarboro,
Ontario, Canada.
T H E PAGE EDITOR

A good idea kept to yourself will die; shared with
others it will travel around the world.
Evangelical
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SIGNS AND WONDERS IN NEPAL
candidates for baptism lined up single file
Ting along
the bank of a river bordering Nepal—what a thrillsight! It was after a service in which many people for
WENTY-SIX

the first time had heard the gospel.
How did it all begin?
The current growth in this area is partly a result of
"miracles" being performed through the simple faith of
new-born Christians.
In spite of severe persecution by family, friends, and the
government, Pundu, a Santal living in Nepal, accepted
Christ about five years ago. "We will drive you out of
Nepal if you do not renounce your faith," said the government. Though technically there is a type of religious
freedom in Nepal, the law persists that forbids a man
to change his religion. But Pundu displayed a firm faith
and a totally changed life. And so after two years his
village people again were willing to accept him.
Shortly after this in a village nearby, a four-year-old
only son of a non-believer died. The father could not
bring himself to bury the boy. Instead, having heard
that in a village some distance off were Christians who
believed that the dead really do not die but live again,
weeping and wailing, he took his son to Pundu's home.
At first Pundu refused to listen, remonstrating that his
house was not a graveyard. But when Pundu discovered
the man was sincere, he witnessed about Christ, and the
New Way. Finally the man fell on his knees and cried
out, "Pray for me." They prayed and the father's life was
transformed. Then they began to pray for the dead child.
Slowly the body warmed, the child opened its eyes, and in
two days the boy was eating and walking. The news
spread like wildfire to all the surrounding villages and a
number believed on Jesus.
A short time later another miracle happened. Pundu
and his group were returning to Nepal after the 1964
Easter meeting at Banmankhi. When they descended from
the train at Forbesganj (a large town ten miles from Nepal)
he was surprised to meet a rich uncle. . So he said,
"What are you doing here?" To which his uncle replied,
"Some time ago my ten-year-old boy, Jungla, became
paralyzed from his waist down. I've gone to this doctor
and that. I've spent much money but my boy is no
better. The civil surgeons can't help him. Finally one
civil surgeon said, 'We can't do anything for you. There
is no hope for your boy. Take him home.'"
So Pundu and his rich relative went back to Nepal
and that evening the Christians in Pundu's village prayed.
Immediately Jungla was healed and today leads a normal
life. Thus again people were convinced and came to Christ.
One small village bordering Nepal heard these things
and began seeking the true way. In the midst of this
village stood a "people" tree. Almost every Indian believes
that ghosts live in these trees. These villagers were no
exception. Every day as the wind rustled through the
branches, the spirits kept singing, "Go away, flee from
this place." But one day one of these families put its faith
in Christ. Immediately the other villagers ceased to hear
the weird singing, "Go away, flee from this place." When
they discovered what had happened they said, "If your
God is greater than our evil spirits, and has caused these
evil spirits to depart, then we too, will follow Him." So for
the first time in our history, right from the very beginning one whole village of four families turned to Christ.
(Of the 26 baptized, 13 were from this village.) However,
it was not without its cost. One woman said to her husband, "If you believe and are baptized, then I will run
away." But he replied, "I have experienced Jesus. I know
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Him. I must follow Him." So this young couple has been
separated by the gospel. But we believe that with the help
of your prayers, she too, can be convinced and repent.
Time would fail to tell of the mighty exploits that faith
is doing for these simple, trusting people. How we praise
God for His working. Never before have 26 been baptized
at any single time in our work in India. Pray that these new
Christians, illiterate and far from Banmankhi, may remain
true. These Christians live 3/2 hours from here, over
rivers that are uncrossable most of the year and roads that
are extremely poor. Your prayers will help to keep them
encouraged.
—Harvey Sider, Banmankhi
Note: Part of this material was given orally by Luke
Murmu, now one of the pastors living in Purnea. Earlier
he had lived in Nepal for two years teaching school. But
because of his Christian witness he was forced to leave
Nepal and return to Belguchie, about 25 miles from
Banmankhi. H. S.

RADIO — " a chance to hear"
E ABE NOW on the air Sunday afternoon just before
W
major league ball comes on. Baseball is Japan's
major sport with millions of fans so we are sure that many

are catching at least the end of our program as they prepare to hear the ball game. Of course these games are often
also televised, and so radio doesn't catch nearly everyone;
but farmers, often including wives and children and city
folk enjoying the out-of-doors on Sunday afternoons, often
have their transistors on as they work, travel, and play. We
are now probably reaching an audience that hitherto has
been largely unreached. This is the blessing of radio. It
gives multitudes a chance to hear.
Radio is more of a sowing operation than a reaping
operation but already it bears occasional visible fruit. Recently I was called to a hospital to visit a very sick man.
He had been a member of a violent gang and had fingers
missing because of punishment that the gang had inflicted
(I was told). I found this man and his elderly mother
amazingly open to the Gospel and discovered it was radio
that had worked on them. In fact the mother said, "Do
you believe exactly like that radio teaching?" She was so
happy to hear my affirmative reply. Her son died with
hope on his lips and the funeral, the first in our Hagi
church, created considerable publicity and community
goodwill. The mother has since been baptized.
Thus we see that God's Word is like a hammer which,
with sufficient applications, eventually breaks the rock in
twain (Jer. 23:29). Radio is a wonderful way to apply
the "hammer" often.
—Pete Willms, Japan

To Study in the States
Mr. Wilson Makalima, schoolteacher in Brethren in Christ
schools in Rhodesia and currently Secretary of the Rhodesia Regional
Conference, has been chosen as the recipient of the Messiah College/
World Missions Scholarship for the school year of 1965-6.
-BCWM
Office

August Moves
New York/Capetown,
Robin Line, o / a August 13th: Misses
Barbara Stansfield and Sharon Weisser—Missionaries; G. Peckman,
R. Gayman, J. Stoner, D. Crider, S. Eyster—I-W's.
New York /Bombay, Isthmian Line, o / a August 26th: Rev. and
Mrs. John R. Sider and children Anna Faith and Mark Allen.
By air, about middle of month, returning to Rhodesia: Davidson
Mushala, after year of study and church contacts.
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Home Missions and Extension
LET'S GET ACQUAINTED WITH TENNESSEE

T

has been called the Big Bend State, as the Tennessee River makes a huge bend along the southern border. Mighty dams have been built along the "Big Bend" to
produce electric power and to control floods. Power from
Tennessee Valley Authority dams and steam plants reaches
homes, farms and factories over an area of about 80,000
square miles. Electricity furnished from this source is
provided at the lowest rate in the United States.
ENNESSEE

excitement. The Sunday before, June 27, was "Ingathering
Sunday."
The photo shows a model of Pomeroy Chapel, made by
Ruth Schock. The Church board had set a goal of $500 for
this particular Sunday. The money to be used as payment
toward the purchase of the Church, purchased from the
Evangelical Mennonites. The project was promoted for
four weeks. Each worshipper was given a little church
bank which they brought on "Ingathering Sunday" and
placed inside the model church. Old and young alike,
joined enthusiastically in the project. Several children put
nearly all their allowance in the offering. One teenager
gave a whole week's pay. The adults also gave unselfishly.

In population, Tennessee ranks sixteenth among the
states. In density, it ranks fifteenth. According to United
States Census, most of the settlers of Tennessee were of
British stock. Less than one per cent of the population is
foreign born.
The great Methodist preacher, Bishop Francis Asbury,
had a profound influence on the religious life of the State in
the latter part of the 1700's. He began the system called circuit riding by which a single minister could serve several
communities. Bishop Asbury organized the first Methodist
conference west of the Alleghenies in Tennessee. Today,
Baptist ranks first, in Tennessee, Methodist, second.
Just a bit about the starting of the Brethren in Christ
work in Tennessee. Prior to 1954, with the call of God
upon her heart, Sister Dortha Dohner launched a program
of home evangelism. Following the Biblical injunction
which Jesus gave to His disciples, she visited from home
to home in southern Kentucky and into the northern part
of Tennessee. She took nothing with her other than the
clothing she wore and depended upon the homes she contacted to provide the necessary hospitality. They would
invite her in for her meals and provide her night's lodging.
Thus she lived during these days of visitation. During this
time she came to the community of DeRossett and found
a wide-open field. As a result of these contacts, in the
summer of 1954 three tent meetings were held in the DeRossett community and Sister Dohner was temporarily
assigned as the one in charge of the work. In 1955 it came
under the administration of the Board for Home Missions
and Extension. From this humble beginning, the work has
moved forward until its present status.
Saturday evening, July 3, 1965 a typical southern Hymn
Sing was held at the DeRossett Brethren in Christ Church
where David and Loa Buckwalter are serving. DeRossett,
was formerly a Home Missions and Extension Church, but
lately was transferred to the Central Conference. This
Hymn Sing, held once a year, was attended by approximately 250 people and included various singing groups of
local talent. It is usually held from 7:30 till midnight with
an intermission. This unique service presented a certain
warm hospitality, peculiar to southerners, keenly felt by the
northern visitors passing through.
Pomeroy Chapel, a thriving Church located near Smithville, Tennessee was the place of worship for the Executive
Secretary and his wife. Sunday morning, July 4, at 10 A.M.,
94 enthusiastic Tennesseans gathered in their attractive,
well ventilated and adequately lighted building. The
congregation this particular morning was buzzing with
(10)

Pastor and Sunday School Superintendent on "Ingathering Sunday"
At the conclusion of the evening service, the audience
waited expectantly to see the results of the offering. When
the treasurer put the amount of $503.12 on the register, the
expectant group burst forth in song, "Praise God from
whom all blessings flow."
In the photo is shown Miss Edna Amstutz who is
superintendent of the Sunday School. Miss Amstutz is a
daughter of the late Henry Amstutz who was the pastor of
Pomeroy Chapel when the church was built. She is
shown standing by the Pastor placing her offering bank
inside the model church.
Pomeroy Chapel had a successful Bible School, held
the latter part of June with an average attendance of 85.
The offerings amounted to $30.10.
A highlight of the Sunday afternoon fellowship in the
John Schock home was a tour of McMinnville with the
Pastor and Bishop Carl Ulery who was also in Tennessee.
McMinnville, with a population of 12,000, is one of the
fastest growing cities in Tennessee.
The excellent parsonage and choice lot in the new
developing western part of the city represents a tremendous
challenge to the Brethren in Christ Church. This church
recommended for building in the Summer of 1965 has been
temporarily delayed due to the inability of the board to
secure a pastor. The Church is requested to enter into a
real prayer concern and burden that a trained, qualified
pastor with an interest in church extension may be secured.
Evangelical
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HOME
HOW TO BE CONTENT
By Bernard De Renter
If you dorit have a four-bedroom home, a two-tone convertible and a summer cottage, you're denying your family
the necessities of life. At least that's what modern advertising would lead you to believe.
NEWSPAPER cartoon showed a father pointing to his 10or 12-year-old son and saying, "When I was his age,
I had a broomstick for a horse, but he has to have a palomino with a hand-carved saddle."
We often lament that it takes more (and more and
more) material things to satisfy our kids. For childhood
or any other age, the lost art of contentment is one of the
tragedies of our times.
Madison Avenue hucksters have succeeded too, too well.
If you don't have a California rambler, a Cadillac convertible, and a Clear-Lake summer cottage, you just haven't
arrived; you ought to be ashamed of yourself, denying
your family all these necessities of life; why, you're hardly
fit to associate with decent folks.
How can you be content today, when somebody always
has a bigger house or bank account, a better car or furnishings? Caught in that vicious circle, by the time you reach
A's car (TV, clothes, house), you've dropped behind B in
another area. Everybody has neighbors, except perhaps
lighthouse keepers, and everybody is caught in the "mad
American scramble to 'keep up with the Joneses,' " as the
Chicago Tribune put it recently. And a spendthrift, of
course, is a neighbor who makes more than you do.
Much of this, sadly, has crept into Christian circles.
Christians are commanded, "Be content with such things as
ye have" (Heb. 13:5). From a rat-ridden Roman dungeon,
Paul could say, "I have learned, in whatsoever state I am,
therewith to be content" (Phil. 4:11). We all know and
quote these precious promises, but sometimes alongside
the neighbor's new fur coat or Fairlane, they lose their
punch for us.
A Christian worker with a long record of money difficulties applied for another new multi-purpose loan to
sweep all his debts and deficits under one financial rug.
Embarrassed, he had to explain that this time there had
simply been too much "keeping up with the Joneses."
This young man still has a chance to work out of the
morass of debts, carry on his service for the Lord, and
maybe some day become solvent. But how about the Christian workers wrecked on financial reefs of time, often because they were never satisfied with what they had and
went beyond what they could afford?
When I left home to make my way in the business
world, my grandfather gave me some sound advice: "Income $900, expenses $1,000—unhappiness; income $1,000,
expenses $900—happiness." The principle is even more true
today; the figures would have to be upgraded for inflation,
of course.
Maybe we can't all be like Carnation's contented cows,
placidly chewing their cuds, oblivious to taxes, inflation,
and all the other perennial problems we face. But we can
regain, or' capture for the first time, the lost sense of contentment.
There is a certain spiritual grace* that enables one to
be satisfied, like Paul, with whatever he has or doesn't
have. A visitor at the Bible institute was impressed when

A
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the students sang before their meal the beautiful hymn,
"Where He Leads Me I Will Follow." Then they sat down,
and proceeded to complain bitterly about everything on the
table. Opined the guest, "You ought to sing, 'What He
Feeds Me I Will Swallow.' "
Of course in this life there are great inequalities, for
many reasons. If you don't accept and adjust to this basic
fact, you're bound to be distressed with discontent. One
young fellow I know has a much nicer home than many a
man twice his age. He's not wealthy, but he got a good
buy on an old place that didn't even have running water.
He spent a lot of hard work and money fixing it up, but
did have much family help in the process.
Perhaps there is no more classic example of inequality
than Leah and Rachel. These sisters had unequal opportunities, and throughout life Leah strove for but never experienced the love and affection Rachel seemed to enjoy
automatically. Why do some receive so much of the good
things of life and others so very little?
It isn't easy to see someone else wallowing in fame,
fortune, fanfare, and fun, while we have to do without, or
at best get along with slim pickings. But we need to remember that there are always others who are worse off,
and that after all, God's wonderful promises (such as Rom.
8:28 and I Thess. 5:18) are still true. We are to be thankful, and like Paul, contented in whatever state we find
ourselves.
T H E MAD RUSH

So many young people are discontented because they
are in a mad rush to get house, car, etc., and keep up with
Bill and Mary in the process. They forget that their parents and other elders usually struggled, slaved, and saved
for years to get those luxuries and get out of debt (greatest
luxury of all). Many older people are still struggling,
slaving, and saving, or trying to save. Anyone who is too
anxious to get all these things overnight, forgetting that
for others such acquisitions came gradually, will become a
victim of discontent. Some are so anxious that in the last
few years there seems to have been an unusual epidemic
of embezzlements—in hospitals, banks, etc.—by "good
church members!"
While modern progress and publicity have unleashed
powerful new passions for material things, I don't believe
that merely going back to the horse and buggy age would
make us all more satisfied and sanctified. But most of
those who remember the earlier days would probably declare that when people had much less worldly possessions,
they were happier. "A man's life consisteth not in the abundance of the things which he possesseth" (Luke 12:15).
Of course it's not wrong per se to improve your lot by
education, investments, or other legitimate means; deliberately to turn down such opportunities would hardly be
good stewardship or good sense. But it's that continual
craving of more material things, that gnawing dissatisfaction because somebody else has this or that, which leads
to frustration and unhappiness.
The root of all this trouble lies in the sin of covetousness so widespread today, even among Christians. The
more we have, the more we want—and what a vicious circle
that is! One sign of the perilous times in the last days is
that men are, among other things, covetous (II Tim. 3:2).
Was there ever a time when so many coveted so much and
were so unhappy in the process? D. L. Moody said, "Would
to God we might all be able to say with Paul, 'I have coveted no man's silver or gold or apparel.' *
It seems that a colored man had at last realized his lifelong ambition, a brand new Cadillac, only to learn from
the doctor that he was not long for this world. In settling
(Continued on page twelve)
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PREACHERS
I WAS SICK AND YE VISITED ME
HAD occasion recently to spend several continuous
HwhoAVING
hours in a hospital at the bedside of our daughter
was seriously injured in a motor accident I made sev-

eral observations that I wish to pass on to my "Pastor"
brethren with the prayerful hope that they may be helpful.
I was impressed with the earnestness of a seeming army
of city pastors who were quietly moving through the long
corridors from room to room endeavouring to discharge a
duty made incumbent by our Lord Himself with the statement in Matt. 25:36 which gives title to this message. Visiting the sick makes tremendous demands on the time of the
average pastor. While some people expect undue attention
even at the expense of others who are more needy, yet this
phase of pastoral responsibility must not be neglected. It
should always be remembered that there are small numbers
of patients in hospital wards who unfortunately have no
pastor. Be it ever so clearly proven that it is their own
fault, this does not lessen the visiting minister's debt to such,
but rather increases it. They need you.
In this type of pastoral service one is called both to the
sick-bed and the death-bed. In either case he is dealing at
different times with saved and unsaved. At the bed-side of
the sick an outstanding ministry to Christians is to encourage and reassure them in their faith. A softfooted
devil seeks to walk slyly into the life of afflicted saints
taking advantage of a weakened mind and body. Do not
play the role of a detective trying to skillfully discover their
present status in spiritual affairs. Ill people are sensitive
and this attitude can be discouraging. They may unduly
feel you are doubtful about them. Brief but frequent
visits with a portion of scripture and a short prayer when
appropriate are commendable sick-room ethics. As to hospital evangelism I regret to say this experience has convinced the writer and many of his fellow ministers that the
fruitage is discouragingly scarce. Unless they have the courage to confess Christ in their health the great majority
forget their promises and commitments made under the
pressure of pain or fear and return to the same old life
when convalescence is realized. However, the exceptions
must be recognized and nurtured.
Cheerfulness is a must in the average sick-ward. A
pastor need discern the moods of patients to be able to
effectively employ sanctified humour. This is proven choice
therapy. The writer on one occasion visited an Anglican
clergyman with whom he had numbers of pleasant associations. He had been ill for some weeks but had recuperated to the point where he was about to leave the
hospital. When I suggested a moment of prayer he said,
"Oh, yes, by all means, I usually have prayer with my
parishioners." He then humourously offered the following
incident. "I asked a lady one time if I could pray with her
and she replied, 'certainly, my doctor said yesterday I am
so much better I can stand anything.'" This story has been
used numbers of times in sick rooms but only in carefully
chosen cases.
What shall we say about the death-bed? This is always a
more delicate situation. Here the preacher must be in such
a sacred relationship with God that he can precisely know
the mind of the Holy Spirit. Here again genuine conversions are relatively few. The value of one soul, however,
should cause us all to do our appropriate best. If the patient
is a Christian and the illness is known to be fatal it does not
matter very much whether you inform the person of the
(12)

gravity of their illness or not. But if they are not ready to die
in most cases they should have imposed upon them an
awareness of their perilous state, remembering death-bed
conversions are improbable but not impossible, always
bearing in mind that a merciful Saviour yearns to save all
bona-fide repentants.
It is a great ministry to be able to comfort relatives and
loved ones at a death-bed scene. Some deaths are very
difficult to salvage any healing balm from them. But any
passing of a loved one provides for the pastor a colossal
opportunity to reach the hearts of his families. In the death
of children a common error is unintentionally made by sincerely saying to the parents "this child is now safe, you need
not worry about him growing up in our sinful world and being a victim of Satan's devices." While this is verily true the
parents at that moment feel certain that this particular
child was too good for this world and God took him. They
can only think that had he lived he would have been an
ideal citizen and an exemplary Christian. The psychology
employed defeats good intentions.
May God give grace to all servants of His to faithfully
use this unique ministry for the advancement of His kingdom.
—Page Editor

How to be Content
(Continued from page eleven)
up his affairs, he stipulated that he was to be buried in his
new car. (Who said you couldn't take it with you?)
The bulldozer had unearthed a huge portion of the
cemetery, and a crane was lowering the Cadillac into the
ground, its late owner's earthly remains propped up behind
the steering wheel. A friend stood by, evidently one who
hadn't yet arrived at the number one success symbol in a
nation of status seekers. Intently he watched as the great
car slowly sank into the grave, then exclaimed wide-eyed,
"Man, dat 'a living'!" So far down the road toward worshiping material things have many gone.
W h e n you look at others with their lands and gold,
Think that Christ has promised you His wealth untold;
Count your many blessings, money cannot buy
Your reward in heaven nor your home on high.

It's impossible to ignore completely others who do have
lands and gold, stocks, and bonds; however, keep these
things in the right perspective, and you'll be well on the
way to true contentment.
Contentment goes beyond the concept of mere material things, to spiritual considerations. Fanny Crosby,
blinded as a baby because of a doctor's bungling treatment, wrote her first poem at 8:
Oh, what a happy child I am
Although I cannot see!
I am resolved that in this world
Contented I will be.
How many blessings I enjoy
That other people don't
So weep or sigh because I'm blind
I cannot nor I won't!

The author is a staff member of the Moody Bible Institute, Chicago.
Copyright 1961, Eternity Magazine. Used by permission.
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CHURCH NEWS
UPLAND COLLEGE MERGES
WITH MESSIAH COLLEGE
The merger of Upland College with
Messiah College of Grantham, Pennsylvania, has just been officially announced by Acting President Daniel
Chamberlain. "This merger will be
effective immediately and the history
and tradition of Upland College will
be carried on by Messiah College beginning with the opening of school in
September," stated Chamberlain. Merger with one of several institutions has
been under study for several years and
plans called for culmination of the
negotiations sometime during the coming school year. Upland College was
able to obtain favorable terms for a
merger that is effective for the 1965-66
school year.
The merger of Upland College with
Messiah College will mark the fusion
of two very similar institutions. While
Messiah is the older school, both colleges were originally founded by the
Brethren in Christ denomination; both
have developed from Bible institutes
into regionally accredited four year
liberal arts colleges. Over the years the
institutions have shared similar programs and purposes. Many present and
past faculty members have taught at
both institutions and students have
transferred freely from one campus to
the other. With rising costs and increasing competition for faculty and
students, this merger will do much to
strengthen the present and protect the
future efforts of the Brethren in Christ
in providing quality Christian higher
education.
Several Upland College
Board members will receive appointment to the Board of the merged
institution.
From the very beginning of the current merger negotiations, a consideration of highest priority has been the
protection of students past and present.
This has been worked out in an interesting and highly satisfactory manner.
Several nationally known educational
consultants strongly advised that all
transcripts of credits and degrees be
kept in California by an accredited
college. Pacific College of Fresno,
California, will be preserving all such
academic records, as well as the Placement files of all the teachers that have
been trained at Upland College. Pacific
College is well acquainted with Upland
College since Dr. Elias Wiebe served
as Chairman of the Division of Professional Studies and Acting Dean at
Upland College before assuming his
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present office of Dean at Pacific
College.
To date at least 3 colleges have
guaranteed acceptance of all transferring Upland College students without
loss of credit. The merging institution,
Messiah College, will accept all Upland
College students and continue their
scholarships or grants-in-aid. Pacific
College will perform a similar service.
Of real interest and significance to local
residents is the fact that La Verne College will also accept without loss of
credit, any student wishing to transfer.
This guarantee of transfer has been
extended to students who had planned
to enter Upland College in the fall.
A continuing influence of Upland
College will be felt through the lives
of its graduates and former students,
many now serving in California, other
states, Canada, and many mission fields
throughout the world.
FAREWELLS TO PASTORS

Glen Gayman, Pastor and Mrs. Glenn Ginder
The Chambersburg congregation, Pa.,
featured a farewell service for Pastor and
Mrs. Glenn Ginder. and daughters, Friday
evening, July 2. Mr. Glenn Gayman, Superintendent of the Sunday School, expressed
words of appreciation .and presented the
Ginders with a monetary gift. After the
service a time of fellowship with light
refreshments was enjoyed by all. Rev. and
Mrs. Ginder have accepted the pastorate
at Elizabethtown, Pa.
Dr. Kenneth Hoover, Secretary of the
Peace, Relief and Service Committee, was
guest minister at Chambersburg, Pa., Peace
Sunday, June 27. Bishop Charlie B. Byers
brought the morning message and installed
Rev. Charles Rife as pastor, Sunday morning, July 11. Ronald Gayman and Gerald
Peckman, leaving in August for 2 years of
voluntary service in Africa spoke words of
farewell Sunday evening, July 18.
The Hollowell congregation held a very
appropriate farewell service for, Rev. and
Mrs. Marlin
K. Ressler, pastor and wife for
the past 5l/i years. Expressions of appreciation were given by the different departments and a representative from the congregation. A love offering was received.
The Kingdom Builders class, the class
taught by Mrs. Ressler, presented her with
a beautiful picture and a wallet containing
money. They were also presented with a

Pastor and Mrs. Marlin Ressler
book of memories written by the congregation.
Special singing by a ladies quartet featured a number of the Resslers' favorite
songs. A soloist, Mrs. Honodel presented
the song "O To Be Like Thee," having sung
this same number when the Resslers came
to Hollowell 5'/2 years ago. An informal
fellowship tea followed the service. Our love
and prayers follow the Resslers as they
take over the New Guilford pastorate.
Rev. Chester Wingert led a Child Dedication service for Daniel Eugene Ressler,
son of Rev. and Mrs. Marlin Ressler. Nine
received the rite of water, baptism Sunday
morning, July 4, and nine were received
into church membership.
Approximately 250 gathered for the annual Sunday School picnic, Saturday afternoon, July 17. We were happy to have
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Brubaker and Rev. and
Mrs. M,arlin Ressler present for. the picnic.
The Crusader Team, on tour throughout
the brotherhood, presented a program on
Sunday morning, July 18. In the evening
service, Rev. and Mrs. Ray Brubaker, a
former pastor now living in St. Petersburg,
Florida, were in charge of the service.
—M. L. Kline
BULLETIN BITS—
Green Grove, Pa., reports 67 having perfect attendance for Vacation Bible School.
There were 10 decisions for Christ. Rev.
Eugene Heidler was guest speaker for decision night. Recently added, new Sunday
School rooms were used for the Bible
School.
The Living Hope Gospel Tent is located
on the Olin Hess farm, Greencastle, Pa.,
August 15-29. Rev. John Rosenberry serves
as Evangelist.
Rev. and Mrs. John Sider, out going missionaries to India, presented the morning
service at Montgomery, Pa., Sunday, August
1. Mrs. Sider was formerly a member of
the Montgomery congregation.
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Evangelist John Rosenberry led a Living
Hope Gospel Tent campaign at Lewistown,
Pa., July 18-Aug. 1.

ENGLE—Kevin Lloyd, born November 13,
1965 to Mr. and Mrs. J. Harold Engle, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.

Newly installed Pastor Marlin Ressler,
N e w Guilford congregation, Pa. conducted
evening vespers on the former church site,
Sunday evening, July 18.

GARBER—Joan Louise, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David N. Garber, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.

Pastor Marion J. Heisey continues to
pastor the Valley Chapel congregation, Ohio
while accepting a position on the faculty of
Kent State University. H e serves the university a s an elementary research counselor, being state certified as both ,a school
counselor and school psychologist. He will
be working with children, teachers, and
parents in solving unique problems of children. He will also be taking study toward a
Doctoral Degree.
Pleasant Hill congregation, Ohio featured
a farewell service for Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Haines, Sunday morning, August 1. They
leave for a n assignment in Jordan under
MCC.
Registered campers numbering 86 plus a
staff of 20 convened youth camp at Pike
Lake Bible Camp, July 5-9, Saskatchewan,
Canada. Ronald Lofthouse served as camp
director.

California Camp Meeting
The Second Annual Holiness Campmeeting of the Pacific Conference convened on
the Upland church ground, July 11-18, 1965.
With General Conference in June, the decision was in favor of an abbreviated camp.
Afternoon and evening sessions were held
with no lodging or meal accommodations.
The attendance was a bit less than last
year. The spirit and the quality of the camp
were excellent. There were evening evangelistic services with Bible studies, missionary talks, family emphasis, and youth sessions in the afternoon.
Special prayer
periods preceded the main services.
Bishop Alvin Burkholder served as camp
director. Dr. Paul Kindschi, President of
N H A served as Bible teacher and evangelist. Dr. Kindschi kept the interest of
each age group. With a warm and fervent
spirit, he presented holiness with practical
applications and Biblical interpretation.
Rev. Willard May, President of Christian
School Music Service, served as music director. His vocal and instrumental ministry g a v e much inspiration to the services.
Local speakers made valuable contributions
to the camp.
Rev. and Mrs. David Climenhaga, Rev.
Davidson Mushala, Zambia, Africa, and
Miss Edna Switzer added much interest and
missionary zeal to the camp.
Quite a number sought the Lord at an
altar of prayer, hands were raised for
prayer while others sought counsel from
the speakers. The weather was ideal. There
is a good enthusiasm for another full campmeeting next year.
—Jesse F. Lady

S&M4
BAILEY—Lynne Michelle, born November 9,
1964 to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bailey, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.
BURKHOLDER—Kristine Dianne, born July 5,
1965 to Mr. and Mrs. David Burkholder, Hollowell congregation, Pa.
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MYERS—Tammy Lynn, born June 25, 1965 to
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Myers, Montgomery
congregation, Pa.

ALLEMAN-STAYMAN—Miss Betty Jane Stayman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur W.
Stayman, Charnbersburg, Pennsylvania and Mr.
Ray Alvin Alleman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
Alleman, Charnbersburg, Pennsylvania, were
united in marriage, July 10, 1965. The ceremony was performed in the Charnbersburg
Brethren in Christ church, Pastor Glenn A.
Ginder officiating.
BROWN-ENGLE—Miss Corrine Engle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Evan Engle, Hope, Kansas
was united in marriage to Mr. Clifford Brown,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Brown, Herington, Kansas. The ceremony was performed
July 17, 1965, in the home of Rev. Charles
Norman, pastor of the Rosebank Brethren in
Christ Church.
CAMPBELL-BARNSDALE—Miss June Marguerite Barnsdale, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Barnsdale and William Campbell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Campbell, each of Oak
Ridges congregation, Ontario, were united in
marriage, May 24, 1965. The ceremony was
performed in the Oak Ridges Brethren in
Christ Church, Pastor Roy W. Nigh officiating.
ELLIS-NIGH — Miss Helen Marjorie Nigh,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Roy W. Nigh became the bride of Mr. Edgar Eugene Ellis,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ellis. The ceremony was performed July 3, 1965 in the Oak
Ridges Brethren in Christ Church, Ontario.
The bride's father, Rev. Roy W. Nigh and Rev.
William VanderBent officiated.
FISHER-GETTLE — Miss Ruth N. Gettle,
Ephrata, Pa., was united in marriage to Mr.
Stephen S. Fisher, Elverson, Pa., April 17,
1965. They are members of the Bethel Springs
congregation, Blainsport, Pa. They returned
from Africa in February where each had given
two years of service in mission work. They
were married in the Conestoga Mennonite
Church, Morgantown, Pa.
GRIEST-HEISEY — Miss Naomi M. Heisey,
daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth Heisey and the
late Irvin N. Heisey, Rheems, Pa., and Mr.
Donald S. Griest, Bainbridge, Pa., were united
in marriage, July 24, 1965. The ceremony was
performed in the Elizabethtown Brethren in
Christ Church, Pastor Glenn A. Ginder officiating.
HOAK-FREY—Miss Linda Anne Frey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F . Frey, Conestoga, Pa., became the bride of Mr. Ronald
Hoak, son of Mr. and Mrs. Maris Hoak, Millersville, Pa., June 19, 1965. The ceremony was
performed on the lawn of the bride's parents'
summer home, Long Level, Pa. Rev. Jack
Yost performed the ceremony assisted by Rev.
Roy J. Peterman.
MussER-SNAVELY-Miss Judith Ann Snavely,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elam Snavely, Manheim, Pa., and Mr. Harold Musser, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Musser, Mt. Joy, Pa., were

united in marriage, May 29, 1965. The ceremony was performed in the Zion Lutheran
Church, Manheim, Pa. Rev. Raymond Foellner,
and Rev. Louis Cober, brother-in-law of the
groom, officiated.

w/t

BARNHART — Michael Lynn Barnhart, infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ray Barnhart,
Charnbersburg, Pa., died a few hours after
birth July 19, 1965.
Surviving are his parents, maternal grandparents, paternal grandmother, maternal greatgrandparents and paternal great-grandmother.
Rev. Howard Yohe conducted graveside services in the Lincoln cemetery.
HENSEL—Charles C. Hensel, born near Newburg, Pa., October 4, 1875, passed away at
Harrisburg, Pa., July 8, 1965. As a young
man living in Kansas h e united with the Brethren in Christ Church.
He was united in marriage to Rachel Snoke,
November 27, 1906. His wife and two of ten
children predeceased him.
Five sons and three daughters survive: C.
Lester, Mechanicsburg; David C , Linglestown;
John S., Harrisburg; Rev. Glenn A., pastor at
Abilene, Kansas; Earl G., Riverside, California;
Florence R., Harrisburg; Mrs. Grace P. Rutt,
Millersville; and Mrs. Anna Mary Thrush,
Greencastle. Also surviving are 25 grandchildren and 12 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held in the Messiah
Home Chapel, Harrisburg, Pa. Pastor L. G.
Yoder and Rev. I. O. Musser officiated. Burial
was in the Air Hill cemetery.
KIPE—Earl W. Kipe, born November 8, 1892
in Adams County, Pa., passed away July 20,
1985, Charnbersburg, Pa. In 1913 h e was
united in marriage to Miss Daisy B. Sprenkle.
Soon after their marriage they united with the
Brethren in Christ Church.
In addition to his wife h e is survived by
eight sons and five daughters: Samuel W.,
Waynesboro; Richard E. and Charles C , Mercersburg; Benjamin F., Harry L., Vaughn E.
and Daniel L., Charnbersburg; Elmer T.,
Greenlane; Mrs. Ralph T. Barnes, New Windsor, Maryland; Mrs. Anna Helfrick, Waynesboro; Mrs. John Altland, Dover; Mrs. Leroy
Friese and Mrs. Blair Wenger, Charnbersburg.
Also surviving are 43 grandchildren, 15 greatgrandchildren, 2 brothers, 7 sisters, 3 halfbrothers, and 1 half-sister.
Funeral services were held at the Grove
Funeral Home. Rev. Charles W. Rife officiated
assisted by Bishop Charlie B. Byers. Interment
was in the Ringgold cemetery.
LEHMAN—Galen Eugene Lehman, 13 years,
the younger son of Rev. and Mrs. Simon
Lehman, Jr., Mechanicsburg, Pa., passed away
June 17, 1965. H e accepted Christ as his
Savior, September 13, 1959. Later h e was
baptized and united with the Brethren in
Christ Church. He is survived by his parents,
Pastor and Mrs. Simon Lehman, Jr., of the
Mechanicsburg congregation and one brother,
P. Kenneth.
During the many months of Galen's illness,
many prayers were offered in his behalf. During General Conference in June in California
special prayer was offered for him and the
family.
Funeral services were held in the Mechanicsburg Brethren in Christ Church, Bishop E. H.
Wenger officiating, assisted by Rev. Reuben
Simmons. Interment was in the Longsdorf
cemetery.

Evangelical Visitor

World Missions
AFRICA
P. O. Box 711,

Field Chairman:
Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. Ira M. Stem
Miss Velma R. Brillinger
Miss Dorothy M. Martin

Zambia,
Bulawayo,

RHODESIA

Bishop's Residence: P. O. Box 711,
Rhodesia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. Alvin J. Book

MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH

ZAMBIA

Bishop's Residence:

Bulawayo,

P. O. Box 115,

Choma,

Africa

Bishop and Mrs. J. Earl Musser
Choma Secondary School: P. O. Box 139,
Choma, Zambia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Rev. and Mrs. Mervin A. Brubaker
Miss Lona S. Brubaker
Mr. Elwood D. Heisey*
Miss Anna L. Kettering
Mr. Dwight E. Rotz*

Financial Secretary': P. O. Box 1219, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Chester R. Heisey

David Livingstone Teacher Training College:
Private Bag 1, Livingstone, Zambia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Lamar F . Fretz
Miss Fannie Longenecker

Matopo Book Room: P. O. Box 544, Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Donald R. Zook
Mrs. Mary (Brenaman) Brechbill

Macha Mission: Private Bag llxc,
Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George K. Kibler

Matopo Mission: Private Bag T 191, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Mann
Rev. and Mrs. J. Harold Stern
Miss Miriam G. Frey"
Miss Nancy J. Kreider
Miss Erma G. Lehman
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn
Miss Eva Mae Peters
Mr. Stanley H. Winger"
Matopo Outstations: Private Bag T 225, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Bulgrien
Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag M 102, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph H. Ginder
Miss Anna J. Graybill
Miss Ruth E. Hock
Miss Ruth T. Hunt
Miss Erma R. Mann
Miss Mildred E. Myers
Miss JoAnne Brubaker
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private
101, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Dr. and Mrs. J. Myron Stern
Miss Gladys I. Lehman

Bag M

Mtshabezi Outstations: Private Bag M
Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Bundy

102,

Phumula Mission: Private Bag T 188, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. David M. Brubaker
Phumula Mission Hospital: Private
188, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman
Miss Marjorie L. Hoover"

Bag

T

Wanezi Mission: Private Bag S 129, Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey
Rev. and Mrs. Carl V. Ginder
Miss Mary C. Engle
Miss Miriam L. Heise
Mr. Ronald H. Herr*
Miss Evelyn R. Noel
Wanezi Bible Institute: Private Bag S
wayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Titus M. Books
Rev. and Mrs. Fredric L. Holland

129,

Youngways Hostel (for missionary children):
40 Leander
Avenue,
Hillside,
Bulawayo,
Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern
Miss Esther E. Hennigh"
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Choma,

Macha Mission Hospital: Private Bag
Choma, Zambia,
Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Robert K. Worman
Mr. David S. GrofP
Miss Mary E. Heisey
Miss Shirley A. Heisey

llxc,

Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173,
Zambia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe
Mr. Paul Kline"

Choma,

Sikalonga Mission: P. O. Box 131,
Zambia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Keith D . Ulery
Miss Martha L. Lady

Choma,

Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey, c/o Armor
Frey, R. 2, Conestoga, Pa. 17516
Miss Dorothy Gish, c/o David Gish, -R. 2,
Palmyra, Pa. 17078.
Miss Edna E . Lehman, c / o Miss Florence
Lehman, Route 9, York, Pa.
Miss Edith E. Miller, c / o Joe D. Miller, 301
Mill Street, Williamsville, New York
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L. Pye, c / o
non Pye, Wainfleet, Ontario, Canada.

Ver-

Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk, c / o Arthur
B. Wenger, R. 4, Manheim, Pa., Tel. 717 6533733.
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts, R. 1, Wellandport,
Ontario, Canada.
Miss Mary E. Stoner, R. 2, Box 75, Mifflintown, Pa. 17059.
Miss Edna M. Switzer, 524 South Tenth
Street, Clinton, Oklahoma 73601.
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma, c/o Mrs.
Frank Thuma, R. 1, Covington, Ohio
BRETHREN IN CHRIST PERSONNEL
SERVING UNDER AND SUPPORTED BY
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
Miss Shirley Bitner, H. 29 Kailash Colony,
New Delhi 14, India. (YFC, Regions Beyond
Missions)

* I-W and voluntary service workers
INDIA
General Superintendent's Residence, Banmankhi
Mission: P. O. Banmankhi, N. E.
Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Sider
Saharsa Mission: P. O. Saharsa, N. E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Miss Esther G. Book
Miss Erma Z. Hare
Baijora Mission: P. O. Barjora via Tirbeniganj,
District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. James R. Cober
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N. E
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann
Miss Leora G. Yoder
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N. E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India
No resident missionary
B-4A Kailash Colony, New Delhi 14, India
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter
12/A Underbill Lane, Delhi, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph B. Smith

Mr. and Mrs. David Carlson, c/o Trans
World Radio, Box 141, Monte Carlo, Monaco
(Trans World Radio)
Miss Hazel P. Compton (Women's
Missionary Union) Christian Hospital, Jhokan Bagh,
Jhansi, U. P., India.
Miss Anna R. Engle, 10 Devenish Court,
Devenish St., Sunnyside, Pretoria, South Africa
(Evangelical Alliance Mission)
David W . Van Der Bent, M.D., CCSA,
Commune M'CHIRA, par Chateaudun du
Rhumel (Constantine) Algerie
(Mennonite
Central
Committee)
Miss Lois Raser, El Salvador, Zaco, Mexico
Miss Harriet Trautwein, APO 24, San Juanito,
Chihuahua, Mexico (Mexican Evangelistic Mission)
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wolgemuth, c / o Inst.
Linguistico de Verauo, Apdo. 22067, Mexico
22, D.F., Mexico.

Contributions to World Missions
send to:

JAPAN
11 Tokaichi, Hagi-shi, Yamaguchi-ken,
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms
1179 Higashi Fukagawa,
Nagato-shi,
guchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book

Rev. and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga, Grantham, Pa. 17027.

Japan
Yama-

228, 4-Chome, Nukui-Machi,
Koganei-shi,
kyo, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. John W . Graybill

To-

4-283, 1 Chome,
Sekino-cho,
Kaganei-shi,
Tokyo, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Marlin E . Zook
NICARAGUA
Apartado 1044, Managua, Nicaragua, C.
Rev. and Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth

A.

BRETHREN IN C H R I S T W O R L D MISSIONS

. P. O. Box 171
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Telephone 717-EM 7-7045

Contributions to Missions in America
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
Contributions to Peace, Relief and
Service Committee
send to:
Clair Hoffman, 320 S. Market Ave.,

Mt. Joy, Pa.
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Five Soviet Visitors Meet With
Mennonites in Kansas
NEWTON, KANSAS

( M C C ) — " W h y do you al-

ways ask us what t h e churches in t h e Soviet
Union cannot do?" Michael Zhidkov, one of
the pastors of t h e Moscow Baptist Church,
asked a questioner in Kansas recently. " W h y
don't you ask us what w e can do?"
He later told an audience at the Lone Tree
Mennonite Church near Moundridge that the
churches in t h e Soviet Union do face certain
limitations. "But they have t h e opportunity to
preach the Gospel in spite of these limitations,"
he added.
Zhidkov was one of five Baptists from t h e
Soviet Union who visited Mennonite and
Baptist groups in Kansas on July 1 and 2.
They came to this area from Miami, Florida,
where they h a d attended the 11th Baptist
World Congress, which h a d attracted 20,000
Baptists from all over t h e world.
The service at t h e Lone Tree Church—the
largest meeting house of t h e Church of God
in Christ Mennonite, conference—resulted in
one of t h e most fruitful encounters between
the Russian Baptists and t h e Mennonites.
Both groups were obviously delighted by the
similarity of their views on such subjects as
salvation, repentance, a n d church discipline.
Church of God in Christ representatives
came from as far away as Oklahoma and
western Kansas for t h e meeting.
Motorin, spokesman for the visiting delegation, indicated that t h e Baptists were having
increasingly close relations with the Mennonites
in t h e Soviet Union, especially with th<;
Mennonite Brethren. H e said h e h a d visited
Mennonite groups in Tomsk, Omsk, and several
other communities since his visit to the United
States last year and h a d brought them greetings from their North American brethren.
The Baptists are open to receiving both the
"church" Mennonites and the Mennonite
Brethren, into their fellowship, b u t they are
also concerned about helping to bring about
a reconciliation between t h e two Mennonite
groups, • h e pointed out. T h e Bantists are
hoping to arrange a meeting with Mennonite
leaders in t h e near future to discuss various
problems and to possiblv lay t h e groundwork
for even closer ties. " T h e Mennonites are not
only your brothers, they are our brothers, too,"
he emphasized. " W e a r e not advocating that
all Mennonites become Baptists, b u t we do
want their spiritual fellowship."
Motorin was critical of Mennonite individuals
in North America who were writing letters
to Mennonites in t h e Soviet Union to discourage them from delating themselves to the
Baptists or other Mennonites.
Anglican School Says Negro
Girl Failed Admission Test
CAPETOWN, SOUTH AFRICA ( E P ) — The allwhite Anglican Herschel School for girls here
announced that a 13-year-old "colored" student, whose admission h a d been approved in
principle last March, cannot b e accepted on
the grounds that she failed her entrance examination.
What was to have been a test of t h e sincerity
of the South African Anglican Church's antidiscrimination stand has now "fizzled out"
with the school's announcement.
Involved was Nora Thomas, daughter of a
non-white school teacher and Anglican church
warden, J. S. Thomas, who has been trying
for four years to get one or more of his three
children into a white school, b u t has been
turned down each time.
Mr. Thomas said h e was "deeply disappointed" at t h e school's report, particularly
since Nora thought she h a d done well in t h e
examination. H e said that his daughter h a d
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obtained a "first-class" passing mark in midyear exams at t h e non-white school she now
attends.
LOOK Sees Protestantism 'Rocked
by Historic Disturbance'
NEW YORK (EP)—"Radical young theologians
want to abandon t h e word 'God' because
church-going millions use it as a nickname for
superstition. Conservatives, shocked, fear that
the 'new theology' degrades Christ to a 'myth.'
Result: a full-scale battle of t h e Bible over
the purpose of t h e church and the living test of
truth."
With such words, Senior Editor T. George
Harris opens his four-page cover feature story
in the July 27, 1965 issue of Look magazine.
Quoting from all corners of the Protestant
community, Harris writes that:
. . . the church can live again only when
it abandons protective buildings, orthodox
bureaucracy—and takes its chances in the daily
world of doubt.
. . . "the race crisis saved t h e church from
irrelevancy" (Reinhold Niebuhr).
. . . "there is a growing rebellion against the
institutional life of t h e church. T h e church
has become bogged down in its machinery"
(Billy G r a h a m ) .
. . . many Protestants see un-Christian vanity
in their proud establishments " t h e edifice complex," a n d find in their welter of church committees "a substitute for creative religious
activity, a vehicle of 'cheap' grace."
. . . that (Biblical) witness has always led
men to do unexpected things. As it grows
stronger, as t h e church surges back into the
world, the turmoil that shakes Protestantism
will grow more, not less, intense. W e may yet
find out w h y t h e prudent Romans fed their
lions on Christian meat.
Ann Landers Warns Group
to Shun 'New Morality'
SQUAW VALLEY, CALIF. (EP) — A noted
author and lecturer whose syndicated column
draws 25,000 letters monthly on teenagers
problems urged 3,000 Lutheran youths here to
shy away from t h e so-called "new morality"
on college campuses and gave them some "oldfashioned" advice.
Miss Ann Landers of 'Chicago told delegates
to t h e 70th convention of t h e International
Walther League that they should follow the
moral guidelines suggested to them by • their
churches and parents.
Concerning the role of parents, Miss Landers
said, "It still pays to listen to your parents.
They have traveled the same rocky road. They
once were teenagers. They know where all
the bodies are buried and can spare you a few
bumps."
Dr. Poling Sees Spiritual Unity
Superior to Organic Union
DALLAS ( E P ) — Dr. Daniel A. Poling of New
York, noted 80-year-old Protestant minister
and editor, said here that while h e was not
enthusiastic over t h e ecumenical movement
he believed that anything which promotes better human relations is "in the spirit of Jesus
Himself."
"However," h e said, "I'm not ready to say
whether the present situation is developing in
this direction or not. I'm hoping and waiting."
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Houghton College Honors Climenhaga
With LL.D. Degree
Dr. Arthur M. Climenhaga, Executive Director of NAE received t h e honorary degree,
LL.D. from Houghton College, Houghton, New
York at the June 7 commencement. Following
is the citation given.
"Honored alumnus of Upland College, of
Pasadena College, of Taylor University, of Los
Angeles Baptist Theological Seminary—former
college president, superintendent of Brethren
in Christ Missions in South Rhodesia—present
Executive Director of t h e NAE—teacher, evangelist, writer; Phi Delta Kappa, Rotarian —
leader in t h e cause for Christ, led b y the
Spirit of God: the faculty of Houghton College
identify themselves with that cause a n d in
that spirit wish to confer* upon you the degree
LL.D., honoris causa."
General Conference Steps
Toward Church Unity

ESTES PARK, COLO., July 15. One Mennonite

church moved today to end existing divisions
within t h e Mennonite family of t h e Christian
church. Union with other Christian churches
was also in t h e picture, though in t h e background. '
Meeting in Estes Park, Colo., during the
week of July 10 to 16, delegates of t h e General Conference Mennonite Church voted to
take steps toward "more adequate . . . oneness
in Christ" with other Mennonite groups. The
move for cooperation was not limited to
Mennonite bodies. "Fraternal and inter-church
relations with non-Mennonite churches and
interchurch agencies" was also mentioned.
The lengthy resolution was passed b y a
voice vote after one reading and fifteen
minutes of discussion. No opposition was expressed in t h e vote, though some delegates
thought Mennonite union, while inevitable,
should not b e rushed.
A California pastor expressed the hope that
within eight years a union might be realized
with at least one other Mennonite body—the
Mennonite Church, commonly known as Old
Mennonites. H e also expressed dissatisfaction
that the General Conference executive committee reported little action as t h e result of a
1962 directive given them to explore interMennonite cooperation.

